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ABSTRACT

We present ANANASTRA, https://ananastra.
autosome.org, a web server for the identifica-
tion and annotation of regulatory single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) with allele-specific binding
events. ANANASTRA accepts a list of dbSNP IDs or
a VCF file and reports allele-specific binding (ASB)
sites of particular transcription factors or in specific
cell types, highlighting those with ASBs significantly
enriched at SNPs in the query list. ANANASTRA
is built on top of a systematic analysis of allelic
imbalance in ChIP-Seq experiments and performs
the ASB enrichment test against background sets
of SNPs found in the same source experiments
as ASB sites but not displaying significant allelic
imbalance. We illustrate ANANASTRA usage with
selected case studies and expect that ANANASTRA
will help to conduct the follow-up of GWAS in terms
of establishing functional hypotheses and designing
experimental verification.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

In silico functional annotation of single-nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) detected in genome-wide association
studies (GWAS) is an essential step that facilitates a transi-
tion from statistical association between a genome variant
and a trait to understanding the biological mechanism of
genome-conditioned trait formation (1). Most SNPs found
in GWAS are located outside of protein-coding segments
and are believed to exhibit their effects through gene regu-
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lation, particularly, at the level of transcription, by altering
binding affinity of transcription factors.

A multitude of software and resources (2,3), including
web servers, are available for computational annotation of
a single SNP. A common approach to identify SNPs affect-
ing transcription factor binding is assessment in silico, e.g.
by predicting DNA sites binding transcription factors (TF)
using classic position weight matrices (4–6), or with the help
of traditional machine learning (7) and artificial neural net-
works (8). Yet, it is desirable to have information on differ-
ential TF binding relying on experimental data rather than
computational predictions. Such data can be obtained with
massive parallel reporter assays (9–11) or in vitro methods
such as recently presented SNP-SELEX (12).

For transcription binding variation in vivo, heterozygous
sites of homologous chromosomes provide a valuable data
source. These sites are often captured in large-scale ChIP-
Seq experiments and provide rich, although mostly unstruc-
tured data (13–16) on allele-specific binding (ASB), where
TF exhibits different binding affinity depending on a partic-
ular allele. The ASB sites can be recovered from the wealth
of ChIP-Seq data and consequently used for functional an-
notation of regulatory SNPs of interest. SNPs exhibiting
different transcription factor binding affinity to alterna-
tive alleles can serve as promising candidates for regula-
tory SNPs of a functional consequence involved in phe-
notype formation (17,18). The allele-specific binding data
from ChIP-Seq has a special advantage over computational
predictions or in vitro assays, as it ensures the transcription
factor was not only expressed in the cell type of interest but
also showed differential binding to alternative alleles. Yet,
up until now, there have been no systematic resources al-
lowing a user to utilize such data conveniently.

We have recently presented ADASTRA, the database
of Allelic Dosage-corrected Allele-Specific human TRAn-
scription factor binding sites (19). ADASTRA provides de-
tailed information on ASB events at particular SNPs. How-
ever, in many cases it is more desirable to annotate a large set
of variants at once, and, simultaneously, perform a statisti-
cal test checking for possible enrichment of allele-specific
binding events for particular TFs or cell types.

Here, we present a new web server, ANANASTRA,
named for annotation and enrichment analysis of allele-
specific transcription factor binding at SNPs. Atop
‘one-click’ annotation of multiple user-submitted SNPs,
ANANASTRA performs general enrichment analysis for
ASBs, also checking particular TFs and cell types.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview of the workflow

The general workflow of the analysis is presented in Figure
1. A user submits a list of SNPs of interest either in plain
text (one dbSNP (20) rsID per line) or as a standard VCF
file (based on hg38 genome assembly (21)). In both cases,
the contents can be copy-pasted into the form or uploaded
(gzipped VCF is supported). In a single run, ANANAS-
TRA performs two types of analysis: (i) annotates the sub-
mitted list of SNPs with allele-specific binding and (ii)
checks if the ASBs are enriched in general or considering
particular TFs or cell types as compared to the predefined

background. To playtest the service, a user may use built-in
example data (see case studies below). The user set options
are (a) FDR threshold for considering the sites as ASBs (de-
faults to 5%) and (b) background, which can be either ‘local’
(default, background SNPs are drawn from merged 1Mb-
windows centered on the user-submitted SNPs), based on
linkage disequilibrium islands (LD-islands) estimated for
three populations in (22), or whole-genome (generally not
recommended as it does not account for non-uniform dis-
tribution of ASBs in different genomic regions). Upon form
submission, the system puts the job into a queue and gen-
erates a unique ‘Ticket ID’ that allows checking the status
of the job and accessing the results upon completion of the
job.

Annotation of SNPs

ANANASTRA uses ADASTRA data on ASBs, including
both transcription factor (TF)-centric and cell type-centric
information. For a given SNP, TF-ASBs reflect statistically
significant preferential binding observed in the whole set
of ChIP-Seq experiments for particular transcription fac-
tors. Cell type-ASBs reflect significant preferential bind-
ing of various TFs in the selected cell type. For both TF-
and cell type-ASBs, there are data on preferred binding to
the reference allele (Ref-ASBs) and alternative allele (Alt-
ASBs) based upon hg38 genome assembly. A single SNP
can display both Ref- and Alt- ASB e.g. for different TFs or
cell types. Both TF- and cell type-ASB annotations are per-
formed by ANANASTRA. FDR-passing entries at SNPs
of interest are either displayed separately for each TF (‘Ex-
panded’ view) or grouped by SNP rsID with a single top-
significant entry being shown (‘Collapsed’ view). An inter-
active table and barplot allow sorting and filtering of the
resulting lists. Detailed information on individual ChIP-
Seq experiments supporting a particular ASB event is avail-
able by clicking the corresponding table row. Only FDR-
passing entries are included in the online report page. Ad-
ditionally, significant ASBs are linked with GTEx eQTLs
and, for TF-ASBs, checked for concordance with HOCO-
MOCO motifs. Complete data on the ASB sites (passing
user-defined FDR threshold), non-ASB sites (with FDR
above 25% where ASBs are unlikely), and sites with unde-
fined ASB status (with FDR in between) are available in
‘Downloads’. The tables of TF-ASBs and cell type-ASBs
are available for download in both ‘Expanded’ and ‘Col-
lapsed’ forms. Additionally, in ‘Downloads’ we provide a
list of ASB-supported eQTL target genes, which can be used
for the downstream analysis, e.g. GO-term enrichment.

Enrichment analysis

To perform enrichment analysis, ANANASTRA utilizes a
one-sided Fisher’s exact test. The test compares the num-
bers of SNPs with significant ASBs and without significant
ASBs in the user-submitted SNP list against the SNPs with
similar ChIP-Seq coverage located in background regions.
Notably, the sites with an undefined ASB status (with the
FDR in between 0.25 and the user-defined threshold) are
excluded from the test and only candidate ASB sites passing
the same read coverage thresholds (see Abramov et al. (19)
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the ANANASTRA workflow. ANANASTRA accepts a list of dbSNP IDs, generates a unique job Ticket ID, and
returns it to the user. The Ticket ID provides the access to the annotation of the SNPs with allele-specific binding events and the enrichment analysis
results. The underlying data is taken from ADASTRA which internally utilizes ChIP-Seq data from GTRD and matches allele-specific events against
GTEx eQTLs and HOCOMOCO sequence motifs.

for details) are considered in the positive and background
sets. Enrichment is estimated for SNPs with any ASBs, or
specifically TF- or cell type-specific ASBs. A donut chart
displaying the distribution of SNPs across ASB annotation
categories together with ASB enrichment statistics is pro-
vided at the top of the summary tab of the report page. Ad-
ditionally, in the top section of each report page there are
barplots illustrating the results of enrichment analysis along
with the underlying table data.

The underlying data and updates

The ANANASTRA release described in this paper is based
on ADASTRA v4.0 (release Zanthar), which utilizes db-
SNP 151, GTEx v8, GTRD v20.06 and HOCOMOCO v11.
We plan to maintain ANANASTRA and update it along
with ADASTRA. Thus, the case studies used as examples
in this paper can receive different annotation and/or en-
richment estimates in the future. Static report pages for the
case studies based on the current ANANASTRA release are
persistently available with ticket IDs ‘example1’ and ‘exam-
ple2’.

Web server implementation

The web interface is implemented as an Angular applica-
tion. Once the user input is validated, a new job is put into
the scheduler queue. The Python backend module anno-
tates submitted SNPs with information from ADASTRA,
HOCOMOCO, and GTEx databases. The results are stored
in the internal MySQL database for 72 hours after submis-
sion and are accessible via a unique Ticket ID.

SNP sets of up to 10000 entries are accepted for online
processing. The same limits apply to an SNP list extracted
from the user-uploaded VCF file, the upload file size limit

is 100 kilobytes and applies to gzipped files as well. In the
case of larger VCF files and SNP sets, we invite the users to
contact for the special arrangement to process a larger job.

ANANASTRA uses the HTTPS protocol, includes a
help page with a glossary, example data sets (directly at
the landing page), and interactive page tours explaining
the analysis reports. For convenience, when processing user
requests, ANANASTRA randomly assigns unique ‘Ticket
IDs’ that allow re-accessing the results while ensuring user
data privacy.

For programmatic access to ANANASTRA we provide
REST API (https://ananastra.autosome.org/api/v4).

RESULTS

To illustrate the practical applicability of ANANASTRA,
we designed two case studies, which are available as demon-
stration examples 1 and 2 on the web server landing page.

Case study 1: Annotating a credible set of SNPs associated
with inflammatory bowel disease

Regulatory SNPs are deeply involved in hereditary genetics
of complex diseases including various autoimmune disor-
ders (23). As a first case study, we took the credible set of
SNPs associated with inflammatory bowel disease (24). This
case study is accessible as Example 1 on the landing page.
Table 1 of the work (24) lists SNPs with posterior probabil-
ity > 50% of being causal. Of the 44 dbSNP IDs listed in
the Table, seven coincide with ASBs (Figure 2A). The abso-
lute number of ASB SNPs is small. Still, the relative enrich-
ment against the local background is over 4-fold (P < 0.01),
indicating a significant overrepresentation of allele-specific
binding events among the SNPs from the credible set. No-

https://ananastra.autosome.org/api/v4
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Figure 2. Highlights of the ANANASTRA case studies. (A) General enrichment of ASBs in the credible set of SNPs associated with inflammatory bowel
disease (Example 1 on the website). (B) Motif-concordant ASBs found among the top significant SNPs of COVID19-hg GWAS meta-analyses (Example
2 on the website): rs12482193 (T/C) and rs71327024 (G/T). (C) Motif annotation and ASB effect size illustration of rs12482193 for ELF1 and rs71327024
for MYB of COVID19-hg GWAS meta-analyses (Example 2 on the website). Note, that rs12482193 is shown in the reverse complementary orientation
(-strand) to match the motif logo visualization. The bells at the bottom subpanels of each illustration correspond to the alleles preferentially bound by the
respective transcription factors in vivo. (D) Accessing the ASB details for rs12482193 and rs71327024 in ADASTRA.

tably, four of five SNPs with cell type-ASBs and six of seven
SNPs with TF-ASBs are significant GTEx eQTLs.

Considering particular SNPs, there is rs61839660 located
in the intron region of the IL2RA gene. The downreg-
ulated IL2RA expression is associated with the develop-
ment of Crohn’s disease (25) and rs61839660-T was pre-
viously shown to downregulate IL2RA expression by re-
ducing affinity for the MEF2 factors (26). It is known
that BRD4 can recruit P-TEFb to transcriptionally ac-
tive promoters, and overexpression of P-TEFb stimulates
MEF2-dependent transcription (27). In agreement with
this, rs61839660 coincides with the ASB site for BRD4, with
the preference for the reference allele (rs61839660-C).

Case study 2: Annotating top significant SNPs found in
COVID19-hg GWAS meta-analyses

Thanks to the efforts of the COVID-19 Host Genetics
Initiative, there are data on individual variants affecting
the chance of being infected with SARS-CoV-2 and the

severity of COVID-19 (28). These data provide another
interesting case study for ANANASTRA. Example 2 on
the landing page consists of the top 500 significant SNPs
found in the meta-analyses of a total of 24274 hospitalized
COVID-19 cases and 2061529 population controls from
COVID19-hg GWAS meta-analyses round 6 results (https:
//www.covid19hg.org/results/r6/).

ANANASTRA annotates significant allele-specific bind-
ing events at 31 of 500 SNPs, which is 2-fold enrichment
over local background (p < 0.01). There are also two SNPs
of particular interest, with TF-ASB events that are concor-
dant with motif annotation (Figure 2B), i.e. where ChIP-
Seq allelic imbalance is in full agreement with the sequence-
level computational TFBS motif predictions. This means
that the TF binding occurs directly at a particular SNP, and
the allelic substitution is mechanistically causal for changes
of TF binding affinity (Figure 2C).

First, for rs71327024, the affected TF is MYB. Switch-
ing to the cell type-information, clicking the respective table
row in the TF-centric view, or following the link to the de-

https://www.covid19hg.org/results/r6/
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tailed SNP-level information in ADASTRA (Figure 2D),
one can discover that the allele-specific binding was ob-
served in T Helper 1 (Th1)-cells. Furthermore, according to
GTEx, this SNP serves as an eQTL for chemokine receptors
CXCR6 and CCR1. CXCR6 is expressed in T lymphocytes
and recruits CD8-resident memory T cells in the airways to
fight respiratory pathogens (29). In a recent study, decreased
CXCR6 expression was shown to correlate with the severity
of COVID-19 (30). CCR1 mediates monocyte/macrophage
polarization and tissue infiltration (31). CCR1 is overex-
pressed in monocytes and neutrophils in COVID-19 (32)
and serves as a sign of a severe illness (33).

Another motif-concordant ASB is found for ELF1 TF at
rs12482193 (T > C), which is located in the intron region of
IFNAR2 and serves as an eQTL for IFNAR2 and IL10RB.
IFNAR2 encodes one of the two chains of the IFN�/� re-
ceptor. Reduced expression of IFNAR2 in immune cells has
been shown to be associated with a higher risk of COVID-
19, likely due to impaired interferon signaling in the blood
(34). IL10RB codes for IL-10 receptor beta, and its expres-
sion correlates with the severity of COVID-19 disease (35).

Thus, both for rs71327024 and rs12482193, ANANAS-
TRA prioritizes the SNPs as causal and provides informa-
tion on involved TFs, thus revealing molecular mechanisms
behind the association of variants and phenotypes.

DISCUSSION

Because of linkage disequilibrium, associations detected in
genome-wide association studies do not immediately impli-
cate specific causal variants. Instead, for each locus impli-
cated, it is possible to find a variant with the highest poste-
rior probability of being causal and a ‘credible set’ of vari-
ants that contains causal one(s) with high (usually 95%)
probability. Even for large studies having very high statis-
tical power, posterior probability rarely exceeds 50%, and
the number of variants in a credible set is often tens and
even hundreds. For smaller studies, the posterior probabil-
ity is even less degenerate and the credible set size becomes
even larger. What are the criteria for the optimal choice of
SNPs to serve as an input to ANANASTRA? This depends,
at least partly, on the aim of the analysis. Suppose the aim
is to characterize the role of ASB mechanism in regulation
of population variation of a specific trait through ASB en-
richment analysis. In that case, one should perhaps con-
centrate on SNPs with high enough posterior probability.
Practically, one may restrict the input to one SNP per sig-
nificantly associated locus, selecting the SNP with locally
strongest association. When the aim is to hypothesize which
of the SNPs in a locus is likely causal and acting through the
ASB mechanism, one should consider a set of SNPs includ-
ing a causal variant with high probability, i.e. a 95% credible
set. Note that (strong) enrichment is unlikely to be observed
in the latter case. This is explained by the fact that many
credible sets are large, but only a few variants in a credible
set are expected to be causal.

There is another critical feature of ASBs that should be
considered when interpreting ANANASTRA results. The
ASBs are generally overrepresented in gene regulatory re-
gions, particularly in promoters in the vicinity of transcrip-
tion start sites (see Figure 3C in (19)). ANANASTRA does
not correct for non-randomness of the genomic localiza-

tion of ASBs, i.e. if the user-supplied set of SNPs is some-
how prefiltered using genomic coordinates and/or func-
tional annotations, this might affect the enrichment esti-
mates. Particularly, enrichment with ASBs will be likely ob-
served for an arbitrary list of SNPs if drawn from gene pro-
moter regions.

Finally, a user should allow for the fact that ANANAS-
TRA is built upon systematically reprocessed but heteroge-
neous ChIP-Seq data, and for different TFs both the num-
ber of source experimental data sets and the total count of
significant ASB sites vary tenfolds (see the Data subpage on
the ANANASTRA website). The same is true for distribu-
tion of experiments across the cell types, with most of the
ChIP-Seq data coming from immortalized cell lines rather
than from normal tissue samples. Thus, missing a significant
known ASB site for a TF or a cell type of interest, or a lack
of significant enrichment should not be overinterpreted as
it is likely related to an incomplete set of reprocessed exper-
imental data or limitations of the underlying ASB calling
procedure. Furthermore, ASBs are often shared between
TFs, in particular, due to protein-protein interactions and
allele-specific chromatin accessibility. Thus in many cases,
it could be informative to follow-up ANANASTRA anno-
tation with additional sequence motif analysis of ASBs to
look for potentially causal TFs other than those directly
listed by ANANASTRA.

DATA AVAILABILITY

ANANASTRA is a freely accessible web server available
at https://ananastra.autosome.org. Brief documentation is
available on the Help page of the web server, a detailed in-
teractive tour is accessible at the bottom right corner of each
functional page. ANANASTRA has been running since
fall 2020 and is compatible with all commonly-used web
browsers (Safari, Chrome, Opera, Firefox, and Microsoft
Edge). The website is also fully operational from mobile
phones and tablets with smaller screen sizes. The underlying
data of ANANASTRA is freely available in the ADASTRA
database: https://adastra.autosome.org.
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